Tunable Miscibility in a Dual-Species Bose-Einstein Condensate
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We report on the observation of controllable phase separation in a dual-species Bose-Einstein condensate with 85Rb and 87Rb. Interatomic interactions between the different components determine the miscibility of the two quantum fluids. In our experiments, we can clearly observe immiscible behavior via a dramatic spatial separation of the two species. Furthermore, a magnetic-field Feshbach resonance is used to change them between miscible and immiscible by tuning the 85Rb scattering length. The spatial density pattern of the immiscible quantum fluids exhibits complex alternating-domain structures that are uncharacteristic of its stationary ground state.
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Two-component quantum fluids exhibit rich physics that is not accessible in a single-component fluid. Phase separation of the two components is a particularly dramatic phenomenon that was observed long ago in 3He–4He mixtures [1]. Ultracold quantum gases also provide a unique opportunity to study the miscibility of interpenetrating quantum fluids. They exhibit numerous advantages including the resonant control of two-body interactions via magnetic-field Feshbach resonances, which provides a parameter to directly alter the miscibility of the fluids.

The first two-component condensate was produced with different hyperfine states of 85Rb, and evidence for repulsive interactions between the two clouds was reported [2]. The dynamical behavior of a two-component Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) has been studied extensively [3,4] including the dramatic observation of weakly damped collective oscillations [5]. In spinor condensates both miscible and immiscible two-component condensates were observed for the first time [6]. They formed long-lived metastable excited states composed of magnetic domains [7], and tunneling effects between the domains were studied [8]. Dual-species quantum gases are currently a subject of significant interest. In particular, an outstanding goal is the creation of ultracold heteronuclear molecules in low-lying vibrational states. Such molecules are expected to possess a dipole moment that could be utilized for such varied applications as quantum information and the search for the electron electric dipole moment [9]. A dual-species BEC of 41K and 87Rb has already been realized in a harmonic potential [10] and in an optical lattice [11]. In a Bose-Fermi mixture of 40K and 87Rb, a tunable interspecies scattering length was used to probe both phase separation of the mixture and interaction-induced collapse [12].

Understanding how the spatial overlap of a dual-species BEC changes as interactions are tuned will be important for future experiments. In this Letter, we explore the tunable miscibility of a Bose-condensed mixture of 85Rb and 87Rb gases. Immiscibility of the two-component quantum gas is observed as a dramatic departure of the density distribution from the symmetry of the trapping potential.
optical trap is raised in 50 ms to ~1 µK with a measured $^{85}$Rb radial (axial) trap frequency of $2\pi \times 130$ Hz ($2\pi \times 2.9$ Hz). While the $^{87}$Rb radial frequency is nearly identical to that of $^{85}$Rb, the axial frequency is smaller ($2\pi \times 2.6$ Hz) due to a different magnetic moment.

To create a $^{85}$Rb BEC, it is important to use a weakly confining optical trap to reduce density-dependent inelastic loss and to control the scattering length of $^{85}$Rb using the Feshbach resonance. Specifically, condensates are created only in a small range of magnetic field near 163.1 G, where the $^{85}$Rb interaction is repulsive [21,22] and inelastic collision rates are sufficiently small. By optimizing the evaporation rate and the precise number ratio of the two species at the start of evaporation, we are able to create a single-species $^{85}$Rb BEC with up to $8 \times 10^4$ atoms, a $^{87}$Rb BEC with $2 \times 10^6$ atoms, or a BEC of both species. Absorption images of single-species condensates after expansion are shown in Fig. 1. In this Letter, the elongated axial direction ($z$) of all of the images shows the spatial density of the gas since the trapping frequency is small. The radial direction shows the momentum density. Several interspecies Feshbach resonances are accessible in our system including the $s$-wave resonances used in Ref. [20] as well as recently discovered $p$-wave resonances at 257.8 G and =330 G [23]. For the magnetic fields used in this work, however, the interspecies scattering length is $+213(7)\ a_0$ [24], and the $^{87}$Rb scattering length is $+99\ a_0$ [25].

Interesting physics occurs when we create a simultaneously Bose-condensed sample of $^{85}$Rb and $^{87}$Rb. The dual BEC exhibits either miscible or immiscible behavior, depending on the magnetic field, as seen in Fig. 2. After evaporative cooling, the magnetic field was swept in 400 ms from 163.1 G to a value in the range of 164.6–158.6 G; the sweep covered a range in $\Delta$ of approximately −1 to +1 (50 $a_0$–90 $a_0$). The rate was measured to be slow with respect to the response of the gases in the radial and axial directions. Images of each gas were acquired after the sweep and 20 ms of expansion from the trap. They are shown for $\Delta = -0.89$ in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) and $\Delta = 0.72$ in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). Summing the radial direction of the images reveals the position-space distribution [Figs. 2(e) and 2(f)] since little expansion occurs along the trap axis. We observe a dramatic spatial separation of the two gases when $\Delta$ is negative. The irregular spikes in

![FIG. 1](color online). (a) Schematic drawing of the optical trap laser beam and the magnetic-field coils. The curvature of the magnetic field enhances confinement along the axial direction ($z$) of the optical trap. The center position of the trapping potential along its axis is influenced by the tilt of the optical trap relative to gravity and the relative position of the optical trap beam focus and the coils. Optical trap tilt and misalignment of the beam focus and the coils have been exaggerated for clarity. Absorption images are acquired along the axis that is into the page. (b),(c) Absorption images of single-species $^{85}$Rb and $^{87}$Rb condensates demonstrate a smooth density profile, consistent with the shape of the trapping potential. Prior to imaging, the gas is released from the optical trap and expands for 20 ms; the magnetic field remains on for the first 10 ms of expansion to prevent collapse of the $^{85}$Rb gas.

![FIG. 2](color online). Absorption images at two different $^{85}$Rb scattering lengths that display (a),(b) immiscible and (c),(d) miscible behavior. Image (c) has been scaled by a factor of 5 for clarity. Each image in the pairs (a),(b) and (c),(d) was acquired with different condensates after creation under the same conditions. The sum of each pair should be interpreted as the total density of the expanded gas. (e),(f) The measured two-dimensional optical density (OD) was summed in the remaining radial direction to produce a cross section. The $^{85}$Rb scattering length was $51\ a_0$ for images (a) and (b) and it was $780\ a_0$ for images (c) and (d). The number of $^{85}$Rb ($^{87}$Rb) atoms is $4.5 \times 10^4$ ($9 \times 10^4$).
the density patterns of the two condensates will be discussed in more detail below. When $\Delta$ is positive, the coexistence of each species throughout the axial direction is observed, and the sharp density spikes of the immiscible condensates give way to a smooth overall density. Spatial separation was observed to return when the magnetic-field sweep to $\Delta > 0$ was immediately followed by a second opposite field sweep to $\Delta < 0$. The penetration distance in the axial direction over which the two expanded gases overlap is estimated to be approximately 30 $\mu$m when $\Delta = -0.89$.

To characterize the degree of spatial separation as $\Delta$ is varied, we have extracted the axial center-of-mass location of each species from images similar to those shown in Fig. 2. In this experiment, an offset between the axial trap centers for each species was intentionally introduced [Fig. 1(a)] to reflect the spatial separation in the center-of-mass location. The offset causes the two immiscible quantum gases to separate primarily in the axial direction with each species preferring a well-defined side of the trap. The results of this experiment are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of $\Delta$. The centers of each BEC gradually come together as $\Delta$ is increased from −0.9 toward zero. For $\Delta > 0$ there is little change as the two species can then coexist throughout the trap. However, residual gravitational sag likely induces incomplete spatial overlap even when $\Delta > 0$.

We have studied the different immiscible density patterns as a function of the number of each Rb species. We vary the relative number in the two-species MOT to change the number of atoms in the BECs. Figure 4 shows images of both $^{85}$Rb and $^{87}$Rb condensates immediately after evaporation to a fixed final trap depth of $\approx 100$ nK, and $\Delta = -0.82 (81 a_0)$ so that the two quantum fluids are always immiscible. In each image, a different condensate is shown since the measurement process is destructive. The

When a condensate of each species is present in the trap, we observe “holes” in the $^{87}$Rb image that correspond to “spikes” at approximately the same location in the $^{85}$Rb image [Figs. 4(a)–4(d)]. This behavior is consistent with spatial separation of two immiscible quantum fluids. However, the images are not consistent with any known phase-separation structure expected for the ground state of a two-component system as described in Ref. 18. The $^{85}$Rb gas is observed to split into multiple separated cloudlets that alternate with distinct holes in the $^{87}$Rb gas. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), two $^{85}$Rb cloudlets are observed, and three cloudlets are observed in Fig. 4(c). The total density of the gas, found by summing corresponding $^{85}$Rb and $^{87}$Rb images, mostly preserves the symmetry of the trap. These images represent long-lived presumably metastable excited states of the two-component system that depend on the relative number of each species. If the initial number of $^{85}$Rb atoms at the start of evaporation is too large, the $^{87}$Rb gas cannot be cooled to condensation and remains a dilute thermal gas; in this case [Fig. 4(e)] the $^{85}$Rb condensate

FIG. 3 (color online). Measured axial position of the $^{85}$Rb and $^{87}$Rb gases as a function of the parameter $\Delta$. We report the uncertainty in the position as the shot-to-shot reproducibility of our measurements. When $\Delta > 0$, the measured difference in the position of each gas is in good agreement with that expected for single-species condensates. The number of $^{85}$Rb [$^{87}$Rb] atoms is $5.0(5) \times 10^4$ [$1.2(2) \times 10^5$].

FIG. 4 (color online). (a)–(e) Absorption images of $^{85}$Rb (left column) and $^{87}$Rb (right column) condensates demonstrating the immiscibility of the quantum gases. For clarity, the OD of each $^{85}$Rb image was scaled by a factor of 0.5, and the size of each image is $330 \mu$m $\times 150 \mu$m. The number of $^{85}$Rb particles varies from approximately $1.2 \times 10^4$ in (a) to $2.2 \times 10^4$ in (e); the $^{87}$Rb number varies from $1.4 \times 10^5$ in (a) to $3 \times 10^4$ in (e). For comparison, images of single-species $^{85}$Rb and $^{87}$Rb condensates are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). (f) Absorption images following recompression of the optical trap that demonstrate a more symmetrical radial distribution.
shape is unperturbed and well approximated by a Thomas-Fermi model.

The immiscible gases shown in Fig. 4 are not symmetric with respect to either the radial or the axial directions. Gravitational sag induces a small offset between the minima of the traps [Fig. 1] for the two clouds leading to the observed asymmetries. The density pattern of a two-component BEC including an offset has been studied theoretically, and a separation of the cloud centers is expected [19]. The asymmetries can be reduced by recompression to increase the trap depth [Fig. 4(f)]. Symmetry in the radial direction is mostly restored, but spatial separation is still clearly observed along the axial dimension. Similarly, we have verified that the axial offset can be controlled by aligning the optical trap focus with respect to the magnetic field [Fig. 1(a)]. Although the precise shape, size, and position of the immiscible gases are affected by details of the trapping potential, the observation of spatial separation and the formation of separated $^{85}$Rb cloudlets is repeatable under a variety of experimental conditions including the rate of evaporation, the final trap depth, and the $^{85}$Rb scattering length during evaporation. The spatial separation and cloudlet behavior are observed during the cooling process as soon as the temperature of both species is lowered below the condensation temperature. Furthermore, the dual-species BEC remains spatially separated, and individual cloudlets of $^{85}$Rb do not coalesce during the 1 s lifetime of the $^{85}$Rb BEC, which includes many radial and a few axial trap oscillations.

We lack a detailed theoretical understanding of $^{85}$Rb cloudlet formation in our experiments. The geometry of our system is complicated by the elongated axial direction of the trap and the presence of gravitational sag. In an analysis of the favorability for cloudlet formation, the energy cost of forming and maintaining extra boundary surface area must be weighed against the cost of all particles residing in the same cloud [16]. These questions appear to require the solution of coupled Gross-Pitaevskii equations for the dual-species BEC wave functions, which is beyond the scope of this Letter [14]. The formation of cloudlets may be due to a modulation instability, in which weak perturbations of a nonlinear system grow rapidly into high-contrast spatial density waves [26]. Numerical simulations of two-component BECs [27] bear a strong resemblance to the images in Fig. 4. Specifically, the observation of alternating-domain structures that preserve the total density and persist for many trap oscillation periods matches the theoretical prediction. Recent theoretical simulations specific to our system have obtained qualitative agreement with the data presented here [28].

In summary, we have produced a dual-species BEC of $^{85}$Rb and $^{87}$Rb with tunable interactions. Immiscibility of the two quantum fluids was observed as a departure in the gas density pattern from that expected due to the symmetry of the potential. Surprisingly, immiscible condensates are observed to form spatially separated cloudlets. Numerous Feshbach resonances are available in the $^{85}$Rb,$^{87}$Rb system, making it possible to study a two-component condensate with a tunable interspecies interaction.
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